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Abstract 
With the improvement of people’s living standards, there are higher require-
ments for product quality and personalization. At the same time, the devel-
opment of science and technology, such as big data, cloud computing, VR, 
etc., provides technical support to meet the higher shopping needs of con-
sumers. Promoted by these two factors, omnichannel came into being. In the 
omnichannel model, a single demand may exist in multiple channels, which 
increases the difficulty of retailer demand forecasting and brings challenges to 
the inventory management of omnichannel retailers. This article sorts out 
and analyzes the changes in omnichannel consumer demand, the relationship 
between channels, and the related research on multi-channel and omnichan-
nel inventory strategies, and finds that there are few studies on omnichannel 
inventory strategies. At present, the research on omnichannel inventory strate-
gy is mostly based on a specific omnichannel model inventory strategy re-
search. The characteristics of omnichannel such as changes in demand and 
channel relationship have not been included in the relevant research. The 
characteristics of omnichannel such as changes in demand and channel rela-
tionship have not been included in the relevant research. This paper proposes 
that future research can pay more attention to the impact of the new charac-
teristics of the omnichannel model on inventory management, as well as the 
challenges of inventory management caused by the competition and coopera-
tion between channels, and provide a scientific basis for omnichannel inven-
tory management. 
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1. Introduction 

Since the rapid development of e-commerce in 2011, online retail has begun to 
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develop rapidly and impact physical retail with its efficient consumer experience 
(from the consumer side, online shopping saves customers time and transporta-
tion costs). From 2014 to 2016, the scale of online e-commerce retail transac-
tions gradually expanded. Until 2017, traditional e-commerce users increased 
due to the widespread use of the Internet and mobile Internet terminals and the 
traffic dividends were gradually shrinking. According to a report from Xueqiu.com 
in October 2019, the average customer acquisition cost of Tmall and JD.com has 
doubled six times in five years, from 150 yuan in 2014 to 964.5 yuan in 2018. 
Pure online channels cannot bring more advantages to enterprises, and the “bot-
tleneck” of online growth is beginning to appear. 

Since online channels and offline channels are different in their ability to pro-
vide product information (Coughlan et al., 2006), online consumers have some 
uncertainty about product attributes, so they cannot be sure whether the product 
really meets their needs (Chu and Zhang, 2011; Prasad et al., 2011). This uncer-
tainty will reduce consumers’ willingness to pay (Grewal et al., 1994; Teo and 
Yeong, 2003), increase the possibility of online consumers returning goods, and 
increase the retailer’s operating costs. Therefore, for consumers who are very 
familiar with e-commerce, purchasing products online can reduce the transpor-
tation cost and time cost of shopping, but because they cannot experience the 
product, they cannot accurately determine whether the product meets their needs 
and preferences. Therefore, consumers often choose to return products when 
they buy unsatisfactory products. The 2020 China Live E-commerce Industry 
Research Report pointed out that the current average return rate of traditional 
e-commerce industry is 10% - 15%, and the average return rate of live e-com- 
merce is as high as 30% - 50%. Based on the above market conditions, retailers 
have begun to integrate online and offline channels in order to provide consum-
ers with a better shopping experience. 

Omnichannel retailers generally have two or more channels. While integrat-
ing these channels, retailers also face complex inventory management issues. 
The survey results of omnichannel retailers show that more than 80% of retailers 
believe that making reasonable inventory decisions is one of the biggest chal-
lenges for omnichannel operations (Gallino et al., 2017). In an omnichannel en-
vironment, consumers are showing trends such as channel shifts, multi-line 
purchases, and personalized demand (Chen et al., 2019), which increases the dif-
ficulty for retailers to predict demand. Take Hema as an example. In the case of 
Hema overtime, a single SKU may present demand in the form of multiple chan-
nels. Hema Xiansheng must determine the inventory in the warehouse and store-
front before uncertain demand appears in several consecutive time frames (each 
30 minutes). Demand uncertainty is an important factor affecting the inventory 
holding level and inventory efficiency of retailers (Kull et al, 2013), and a rea-
sonable inventory strategy is an important strategy for retailers to reduce the 
impact of demand uncertainty on inventory. 

Omnichannel integration of online and offline channels, and its inventory ma- 
nagement involves the coordination and optimization of multiple stakeholders. 
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This article first sorts out the development history and definition of omnichan-
nel, and on this basis, sorts out and analyzes the changes in consumer demand of 
omnichannel, the relationship between channels, and relevant research on mul-
ti-channel and omnichannel inventory strategies, and finally prospects The fu-
ture development trend of new retail. 

2. Definition and Development History of Omnichannel 
2.1. Definition of Omnichannel 

Rigby (2011) puts forward that omnichannel means that companies adopt as 
many types of retail channels as possible to combine and integrate sales to en-
sure seamless connection between different channels. In the omnichannel mod-
el, consumers will use a variety of channels to interact with retailers before pur-
chasing goods. For example, consumers may go to the physical store to observe 
and experience the product before purchasing the product online. Different from 
traditional single-channel retail operations, there are multiple contact points be-
tween consumers and retailers in an omnichannel environment, and companies 
provide multiple ways to meet consumer needs at the same time. Li (2013) be-
lieves that omnichannel means that companies adopt as many retail channel types 
as possible to combine and integrate (cross-channel) sales behaviors to meet 
customers’ comprehensive experience needs of shopping, entertainment and so-
cial interaction . Under the omnichannel retail model, consumers can purchase 
the goods and services they want at anytime, anywhere, and anyway. It integrates 
physical channels, e-commerce channels, and mobile commerce. Channels and 
more emerging channels to provide customers with an undifferentiated buying 
experience. Based on the definition of omnichannel by the above scholars, this 
article believes that omnichannel refers to the linking of two or more online and 
offline channels, and integrates the advantages of online services and offline ex-
perience, and brings consumers high-quality shopping Experience. 

2.2. Development History of Omnichannel 

In 2011, Rigby first put forward the concept of omnichannel in Harvard Busi-
ness Review. At the same time, Macy’s in the United States and Uniqlo in Japan 
have all begun to implement the omnichannel strategy of “order online, store 
pickup (BOPS)”, an omnichannel model Officially landed abroad. In October 
2016, Jack Ma first proposed the concept of “new retail” at the Hangzhou Yunqi 
Conference. He believes that “the era of pure e-commerce will soon end. In the 
future, offline and online retail will be deeply integrated, coupled with modern 
logistics, and service providers will use big data, cloud computing and other in-
novative technologies to form the concept of new retail in the future.” In Octo-
ber 2017, the General Office of the State Council issued the “Guiding Opinions 
on Actively Promoting Supply Chain Innovation and Application”, emphasizing 
the establishment of standards and competition rules that adapt to integrated 
development, guiding physical retail enterprises to gradually improve their in-
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formatization level, and integrating offline logistics and services. Integrate ad-
vantages such as, experience, and online business flow, capital flow, and infor-
mation flow to expand the intelligent and networked layout. Since then, omni-
channel new retail has developed rapidly in China. The domestic omnichannel 
layout began with the development of offline channels by online retailers and the 
development of online channels by offline retailers. In 2017, Alibaba and Yintai 
Commercial jointly developed new retail models such as smart home stores and 
unmanned clothing stores for Yintai. JD.com began to deploy its offline chan-
nels, JD Home, JD Stores, and JD Maternal and Child Experience Stores. Xiao-
mi, an online mobile phone retailer, opened its first offline flagship experience 
store, realizing price and online connections. In July 2019, the three squirrels 
were successfully listed, and 560 million of the raised investment funds were 
used for omnichannel construction. With the gradual development of the om-
nichannel model, fresh food retailers such as Hema Xiansheng, Yonghui Super-
market, 7-fresh, etc., have established and opened up online and offline channels 
at the same time. The omnichannel model has become a development trend in 
the retail industry. 

3. Omnichannel Strategy 

The emergence of the omnichannel retail model is to solve the problem of con-
sumers’ uncertainty about products, on the other hand, it can also improve the 
efficiency of online order fulfillment. 

From the perspective of solving consumer product uncertainty, retailers have 
adopted methods such as establishing physical exhibition halls, virtual exhibition 
halls, and disclosing inventory information to provide convenience for consum-
ers to understand product information. If a retailer has established a physical 
showroom, then consumers can now learn about product information in the 
physical showroom, and then place an order online. We call this method “sho-
wrooming”. When products can be sold in physical exhibition halls, consumers 
can also learn about products online, and then experience and purchase prod-
ucts offline. This phenomenon is called “webrooming”. Through these two me-
thods, the consumer can eliminate his uncertainty about the product. The virtual 
exhibition hall relies on VR technology to display products to consumers. Al-
though it cannot completely eliminate consumers’ uncertainty about the prod-
uct, it can provide consumers with more product information compared to pure 
online e-commerce. Understand the product. Customers of Christian Dior can 
experience the Dior beauty store in Paris Champs Elysees online through 360- 
degree virtual reality. This virtual reality allows them to view the products on the 
shelves with just a click of a mouse, just like in a physical store. 

In order to improve the efficiency of online order fulfillment, retailers provide 
different order fulfillment methods. The most common omnichannel order ful-
fillment method is “order online, pick up offline (BOPS)”, there are also “order 
online, ship to store (BOSS)”, “order online, in-store delivery (BOFS)” and “on-
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line purchase, physical store return (BORP)” and so on. At present, relevant re-
search mainly focuses on the “BOPS” model (Gallino & Moreno, 2014; Gao and 
Su, 2017). 

4. Omnichannel Strategy and Consumer Demand Change 

Retailers with multiple channels can segment consumers according to channels 
(Konus et al., 2008; De Keyser et al., 2015). For example, retailers with online 
and offline channels can divide consumers into online consumers and online 
consumers. For consumers, the corresponding demand can also be divided into 
online demand and offline demand. Gao and Su (2017) studied the impact of 
online and offline self-service ordering technologies (interaction of online and 
offline channels) on customer demand and company profits. Gallino and More-
no (2014) empirically studied the impact of BOPS on retailer online and offline 
channel sales, and found that the implementation of BOPS will lead to a decrease 
in online sales and an increase in physical store sales and traffic. Further re-
search by Hübner et al. (2016) found that the reason for the BOPS model to re-
duce online sales, increase offline sales and increase the rate of customer visits is: 
additional store sales brought by the purchase of other products in the store 
when consumers using BOPS go to the store to pick up the goods, and some 
BOPS consumers shifted from online to offline physical stores and from non- 
customers to BOPS consumers, which led to the increase in offline shop visits 
and sales. Gallino et al. (2017) analyzed data from US retailers using the “order 
online, delivery to store” (BOSS) model, and found that BOSS will increase the 
sales gap between various products in physical stores. Bell et al. (2018) studied 
the impact of the introduction of showrooms on online retailers. Their empirical 
results show that the showroom not only increased online sales and overall sales, 
but also improved operational efficiency. Jing (2018) researched that the addi-
tion of online channels by traditional retailers will expand the demand of tradi-
tional retailers. From the above research results, retailers can increase the total 
demand or the demand of a single channel (online or offline) by adopting the 
omnichannel model. At the same time, there is also the phenomenon of con-
sumer channel shift, which may lead to competition between channels, and then 
Influencing retailers’ inventory decisions. 

5. Competition and Synergy between Channels 

Inventory control strategies depend on the relationship between online channels 
and physical stores (Saha and Bhattacharya, 2020). The channel development of 
the retail industry has gone through a single-channel, dual-channel, multi-channel 
process to the current omnichannel process. The omnichannel emphasizes the 
integration of online service efficiency and offline experience to provide con-
sumers with the best consumer experience. Omnichannel can be seen as the fur-
ther development of dual-channel or multi-channel, and there are still the cha-
racteristics of dual-channel and multi-channel. According to previous research 
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results, dual-channel retailers with online e-commerce platforms and offline phys-
ical stores are facing serious channel competition problems. Webb & Hogan 
(2002) have found that retailers opening online channels will cause conflicts be-
tween retailers’ dual channels due to competition for market demand. When the 
sales products between channels are similar, the conflicts between channels will 
be aggravated, which will inevitably reduce the overall efficiency of the channels. 
Yan and Pei’s (2009) research shows that the opening of online channels by re-
tailers will cause consumers in offline channels to shift to online channels to 
purchase products, causing conflicts between online and offline channels due to 
competition for more market demand. There is price competition between on-
line and offline channels. Cattani et al. pointed out that the important reason for 
the conflict between online and offline channels is the product pricing problem 
of different channels (Cattani et al., 2006). Online channels can provide con-
sumers with lower prices and attract more consumers by directly ordering from 
manufacturers, attracting traffic, and selling lower-quality products, which will 
further aggravate the contradiction between online and offline channels. 

Similarly, even in the omnichannel model, there are similar channels and 
market demand competition issues. Gao and Su (2017) found that retailers’ adop-
tion of the BOPS model would cause consumers to move to offline stores, lead-
ing to higher store operating costs. Since offline stores and online channels are 
managed separately, it is recommended to share BOPS revenue between chan-
nels to reduce channels Conflict. However, some studies have found that omni-
channel retail has a synergistic effect. The different channels of omnichannel re-
tailers are not simply competing with each other, but there are mutual promo-
tion and enhancement effects (Mcgoldrick and Collins, 2007). 

Different from dual-channel and multi-channel, omnichannel channels not 
only have a competitive relationship but also a cooperative relationship, and 
there is less research on the omnichannel competition and cooperation rela-
tionship. Channel relationship affects the changes in demand in different chan-
nels and changes in total demand. It is very important to specify a reasonable 
inventory strategy in retail. It is necessary to increase the research on the compe-
tition and cooperation relationship between omnichannels. 

6. Omnichannel Inventory Strategy 

Schwartz (1966) believes that consumers’ lack of stock will affect consumers’ 
willingness to buy again and inhibit consumer demand (1966), but excess in-
ventory will also lead to increased inventory costs for retailers. How to specify 
an appropriate inventory strategy in an omnichannel model with multi-channel 
demand has become one of the most critical issues facing omnichannel retail-
ers. 

6.1. Horizontal Inventory Sharing Strategy 

Horizontal inventory sharing strategy is one of the important strategies to solve 
the problem of multi-channel inventory management. Inventory sharing occurs 
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before and after the warehouse is out of stock, and flexible inventory allocation 
is used to meet the needs of consumers. Horizontal inventory sharing refers to 
purchasing goods from the same level retailer or warehouse when a warehouse is 
out of stock. Sharing can be carried out periodically at predetermined points in 
time to actively redistribute inventory, or they can be used reactively as a me-
thod to meet demand that cannot be met by existing inventory (Paterson et al., 
2011). For continuous-time, single-level, multi-location inventory systems with 
Poisson demand processes, retailers use horizontal transshipment to share in-
ventory to solve the shortage problem. Each warehouse is assigned a predeter-
mined sequence of other warehouses, and horizontal transshipment is requested 
in this sequence. However, the warehouse can keep the last part of such a re-
quest. This is called a retention pool strategy, in which each warehouse has a re-
tention level, which is used to determine whether another warehouse’s request 
for horizontal transfer sharing is satisfied. The study by Van et al. (2012) dem-
onstrated the benefits of retention levels and explained how to set retention le-
vels through heuristic algorithms. Based on the cost/service effect of inventory 
sharing in service parts logistics, Iyoob & Kutanoglu (2013) studied which facili-
ties should store inventory sharing pools. Compared with more systematic trans-
shipment techniques based on inventory level equalization, temporary emergency 
transshipment methods seem to be more effective in terms of several important 
criteria (Burton & Banerjee, 2005). Lee et al. (2007) proposed a new horizontal 
transshipment policy called Service Level Adjustment (SLA). SLA combines emer-
gency lateral transshipment with preventive lateral transshipment to effectively 
respond to customer needs. Liang et al. (2014) found that when there are many 
retail stores, the additional benefits of two-way transshipment are negligible. 
Retailers have online channels, and online demand is met by the physical stores 
closest to consumers in this omnichannel model, there is a unique inventory or-
der level Nash equilibrium and optimal transshipment prices, so that the entire 
supply chain To maximize profits (Zhao et al., 2016). 

6.2. Effective Inventory Management of Multi-Channel Supply 

Omnichannel involves two or more channels, so channel supply is also one of 
the key points in inventory management. Xue et al. (2017) studied how to adjust 
the inventory of products in display racks and warehouses according to product 
attributes and designed the optimal inventory strategy. Acimovic and Graves 
(2015) studied the optimal replenishment allocation to fulfillment centers to re-
duce transportation costs and mitigate costly spillover effects. DeValve et al. 
(2018) studied the benefits of increasing execution flexibility for inventory stores 
of large online retailers by combining allocation strategies based on random 
programs and execution strategies that limit satiable overflow demand. Wollen-
burg et al. (2016) found that inventory management (cross-channel inventory 
information, product delivery speed, etc.) can guide consumers in channel selec-
tion. 
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6.3. Inventory Strategy for Omnichannel Model 

Hübner et al. (2016) investigated retail fulfillment in an integrated omnichannel 
environment, and suggested that retailers operating through multiple channels 
should design their warehouse systems for channel-integrated inventory man-
agement. When omnichannel retailers with physical stores and online fulfill-
ment center networks face demand from both online and offline, when online 
and in-store demands are moderately mixed, the price of choosing a centralized 
inventory plan is the best for retailers (Govindarajan et al., 2018). Hu et al. 
(2021) studied the three models of “order online, pick up offline (BOPS)”, “order 
online, delivery to store (BOSS)” and “order online, store delivery (BOFS)” for 
retailers online and offline. The impact of channel inventory sharing. They found 
that delivery time and physical store distribution density are important factors 
that affect retailers’ inventory costs and inventory availability after inventory op-
timization. BOSS saves the last mile delivery cost and eliminates the separation 
of requirements in BOPS. Chen et al. (2018) aimed at the Hema Fresh Food om-
nichannel model, before uncertain demand appears in several consecutive time 
frames (each 30 minutes), inventory coordination between the warehouse and 
the storefront. The problem of using robust optimization was modeled and solved. 

The problem of omnichannel inventory decision-making in a dynamic envi-
ronment. Acimovic & Graves (2015) developed a demand-satisfaction heuristic 
algorithm for online retailers with multiple locations and multiple modes of 
transportation. Saha and Bhattacharya (2020) found that inventory control 
strategies will also depend on the relationship between online channels and 
physical stores. If both are under the same ownership, then the store will set the 
best basic inventory level to serve walk-in orders and BOPS orders with the same 
priority; when the ownership of the two channels is different, there must be a 
revenue between the two Sharing arrangements, and based on the percentage of 
revenue received from each BOPS order, the store can decide to prioritize the 
incoming order. Bayram and Cesaret (2020) took the transportation cost of each 
location as an independent random variable, and considered the best dynamic 
fulfillment decision of the omnichannel retail network when giving the initial 
inventory level. 

The current inventory strategy research mainly focuses on the research on in-
ventory sharing and transshipment in multiple channels, while the research on 
all-channel inventory is less. In the future, relevant inventory research can be 
carried out based on the needs of omnichannels and the characteristics of the 
channels. 

7. Conclusion 

With the improvement of people’s living standards, the increase in personalized 
demand, and the rapid development of technologies such as big data and VR, 
omnichannel has become an important business model that retailers need to 
consider. At present, many retailers in the industry have implemented omni-
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channel practices, and they are facing many problems in the process of integrat-
ing online and offline channels. This article sorts out the omnichannel develop-
ment process, the relationship between omnichannel implementation and changes 
in consumer demand, the relationship between channels, and based on the above 
current omnichannel demand and channel relationship combing, sorting out some 
current multi-channel and omnichannel inventory strategies Aspects of research. 
At present, there are few researches on inventory strategy for omnichannel and 
most of them are about inventory research under BOPS mode. Based on the 
current research status of omnichannel inventory management, this article be-
lieves that future research can focus more on the impact of the new characteris-
tics of the omnichannel model on inventory management, as well as the chal-
lenges of inventory management caused by the competition and cooperation 
between channels, etc., for omnichannel inventory Management provides scien-
tific basis. 

This article only focuses on the competition and cooperation between chan-
nels, inventory management issues under the omnichannel environment, and 
inventory strategies under different omnichannel strategies, but for the big data, 
machine learning, and machine learning that drive retailers to choose the omni-
channel model. The impact of artificial intelligence and other technologies on 
the channel competition and cooperation relationship network and the related 
issues of its operation mechanism have not been researched. The research on 
omnichannel management is still in its infancy. Inventory management is only 
one aspect of omnichannel management. Collaboration between channels, the 
applications of new technologies, and return management are all problems faced 
by omnichannel companies. “Study, study and research” promotes the resolution 
of omnichannel management problems in many aspects. 
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